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McSwan: A joint site frequency spectrum method to detect
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Abstract
Inferring the mode and tempo of natural selection helps further our understanding of
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adaptation to past environmental changes. Here, we introduce McSwan, a method to
detect and date past and recent natural selection events in the case of a hard sweep.
The method is based on the comparison of site frequency spectra obtained under various demographic models that include selection. McSwan demonstrated high power
(high sensitivity and specificity) in capturing hard selective sweep events without
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requiring haplotype phasing. It performed slightly better than SweeD when the recent
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Most hard sweeps were detected in the CEU population (96%). Moreover, hard
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the Last Glacial Maximum and were enriched in immunity‐associated genes.

effective population size was low and the genomic region was small. We then applied
our method to a European (CEU) and an African (LWK) human re‐sequencing data set.
sweeps in the African population were estimated to have occurred further back in
time (mode: 43,625 years BP) compared to those of Europeans (mode: 24,850 years
BP). Most of the estimated ages of hard sweeps in Europeans were associated with
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2014; Haasl & Payseur, 2016; Pavlidis, Živković, Stamatakis, & Ala-

1 | INTRODUCTION

chiotis, 2013), (b) estimate the strength of selection (Vitalis, Gautier,

Positive selection drives an increase in beneficial traits, allowing spe-

Dawson, & Beaumont, 2014), and (c) distinguish whether the advan-

cies to adapt to varying climate or pathogenic pressures (Sabeti

tageous allele arose from novel mutations (hard sweeps) or from

et al., 2006), for example. Determining the mode and tempo of posi-

standing variation (soft sweeps; Peter, Huerta‐Sanchez, & Nielsen,

tive selection can generate insight into events that have shaped the

2012). However, few methods estimate the age of selection by scan-

phenotypes and genotypes of current species and populations.

ning individual genomes or focus on multiple populations (Supporting

Specifically, correlating the age of selection with known past envi-

Information Table S1). Selection event dating methods differ with

ronmental changes can improve our understanding of how adapta-

regard to the type of selection event they estimate, the nature of

tion occurs in response to environmental change (Ormond, Foll,

the selection they target (complete/incomplete, disruptive/directional)

Ewing, Pfeifer, & Jensen, 2016).

and the statistics they use (Chen, Hey, & Slatkin, 2015; Nakagome

Several methods have been developed to: (a) detect selection in

et al., 2016; Ormond et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2012; Przeworski,

single or multiple populations (Duforet‐Frebourg, Bazin, & Blum,

2003; Smith, Coop, & Stephens, 2016; Supporting Information

Mol Ecol Resour. 2019;19:283–295.
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Table S1). Recent approaches implementing hidden Markov models

vector (ν1, ν2, …, νm−1), where νj is the number of biallelic SNPs

leverage haplotype lengths and the accumulation of mutations to

for which exactly j gametes carry a mutation, divided by the total

estimate the age of beneficial alleles (Chen et al., 2015) or the time

number of considered biallelic SNPs (normalized SFS). This mutation

to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) that carried the benefi-

can be set as the derived allele if the ancestral/derived status is

cial allele (Smith et al., 2016). Yet, haplotype‐based methods might

known, or else the allele found at minor frequency in the sampled

be challenged by phasing quality (switch error rate, i.e., rate of phase

population. In case of a multipopulation model, SFS is defined as

misassignment between variants). They could also be less sensitive

the multidimensional joint distribution of polymorphic sites, that is,

to ancient sweeps due to the rapid breakdown in linkage disequilib-

for N multiple populations of sizes M1, M2, …, MN haploid individu

als, SFS is the vector ν0;0;...;1 ; ν0;0;...;2 ; . . . ; ν0;1;...;0 ; . . . ; νM1 ;M2 ;...;Mm 1

rium over time (Chen, Patterson, & Reich, 2010). Other approaches
have implemented approximate Bayesian computations (ABC) to

and the number of elements in SFS equals 2 þ ðM1 þ 1Þ

estimate the timing of selection based on various combinations of

ðM2 þ 1Þ  . . .  ðMN þ 1Þ. In this population set, a minor mutation is

linkage disequilibrium statistics and statistics derived from the site

that found at minor frequency throughout all the populations.

frequency spectrum (Nakagome et al., 2016; Ormond et al., 2016;

The site frequency spectrum expected in a sampled population

Peter et al., 2012; Przeworski, 2003). These methods allow estima-

which experienced a hard selective sweep is modelled using a modifi-

tion of the age of selection for already known candidate regions.

cation of the time‐continuous coalescent process: the coalescent with

Here, we developed the Multiple‐Collision Coalescent SWeep ANa-

multiple collisions or Λ‐coalescent (Pitman, 1999). McSwan imple-

lyzer (McSwan) method for whole‐genome scan analysis, which can

ments a Kingman approximation of the Λ‐coalescent assuming an infi-

simultaneously identify hard selective sweeps over multiple popula-

nite allele mutation model and a Wright–Fisher population model,

tions while also estimating the age of the selective sweeps.

thus facilitating integration with other Kingman coalescent simulators

Hard selective sweeps (Smith & Haigh, 1974) constitute the
selection‐driven evolutionary process whereby a novel mutation

such as MS (Hudson, 2002) or MSMS (Ewing & Hermisson, 2010).
Practically, the McSwan approach comprises two steps (Figure 1).

increases in frequency in a population until it reaches fixation, while

First, expected site frequency spectra (SFS) are simulated based

carrying along physically linked alleles. Consequently, the site fre-

on a user‐defined neutral demographic model with and without pop-

quency spectrum of a population haplotype that contains a positively

ulation‐specific selection. We define a set of P + 1 models

selected mutation is expected to be skewed towards extreme allele

½Φo ; ðΦp Þ8p ∈ P  with Φo being the neutral model and Φp≠o any popula-

frequencies (Fay & Wu, 2000; Nielsen et al., 2005). Our approach

tion‐specific selective model with a user‐defined prior distribution of

applies this property to classify locally observed site frequency

sweep ages. A set of N SFSs is simulated for each model. To identify

spectra to a neutral or selective demographic model, and to predict

the SFS signatures across the neutral and selective models, we

the age of selection.

trained a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) over all simulations from

We applied the method to detect and date selective sweeps in

the neutral and selective models. LDA determines a set of linear

two human populations: a population with north‐western European

combinations among SFS bins that maximize the variance between

ancestry (CEU) and Luhya individuals from Webuye, Kenya (LWK),

the neutral model and each of the selective models, thus allowing

and we found a strong correlation between the temporal distribution

SFS classification according to the SFS model class. The most likely

of hard sweeps in the ancestral CEU population and the environ-

model can then be predicted for any SFS with the same dimensional-

mental changes that occurred in Europe during the late glacial period

ity. The LDA robustness is increased by performing a calibration on

—a pattern that was not found in the Luhya population.

a subset of orthogonal components extracted from a preliminary
principal component analysis (PCA) over all simulations from the

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

neutral and selective models. This PCA‐LDA allows us to reduce
overfitting in the LDA models (Yang & Yang, 2003). Note that LDA

2.1 | Rationale

assumes equal variance for each SFS element between models which

The Multiple‐Collision Coalescent SWeep ANalyzer (McSwan) is a

the model having the highest variance. This bias could ultimately be

genome scan‐based approach, which simultaneously detects regions

corrected using quadratic discriminant analyses (QDA) instead. For

can be sometimes violated, leading to classification bias in favour of

which likely experienced hard selective sweeps and estimates their

each independent selective model Φp≠o , the relationship between

age under a molecular clock assumption. McSwan implements an

the sweep ages and SFSs is characterized using a partial least

ensemble genome scan approach by iterating multiple genome

squares regression (PLSR,

scans over adjacent windows of various lengths and offsets (start-

for each model. PLSR determines a set of linear combinations of SFS

R

package pls). PLSR is trained separately

ing positions). For any scan window i, the encompassed biallelic

bins that explain the maximum variance in the sweep age vector.

polymorphic sites are summarized within a site frequency spectrum

The best subset of features retained from the PLSR training can be

(SFS). The observed SFS is then classified to one of the neutral or

automatically determined by McSwan.

selective models under the assumption that the given window i

Second, local empirical SFSs are computed along the genome

maps a haplotype which has not recombined internally. Considering

from the real data set for each sliding window of size L base pairs

a single population of m haploid individuals, SFS is defined as the

(bp), using within‐window SNPs (Figure 1b). Sliding windows are
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separated by L/A bp, with A denoting the number of offsets for the

(TMRCA) of lineages carrying the adaptive mutation, and this time will

scan, thus allowing capture of the recombination and the selection

be shorter than or equal to the age of the adaptive mutation (see

signal variability. If a genomic region mapped by a given window is

supplementary text 1).

assigned to a selective model according to the LDA prediction (Figure 1b), the posterior classification probability (i.e., how likely this

2.2 | Inputs

selective model could have generated the observed SFS) is stored
for each SNP encompassed by the window, as well as their associ-

McSwan is an R package (GitHub: https://github.com/sunyatin/Mc

ated sweep age, as estimated using the PLSR model specific to the

Swan). McSwan analysis inputs include the following: (a) a set of

detected selective model. A genomic site is therefore potentially

biallelic SNPs wrapped into a VCF file, and (b) a neutral demographic

scanned by A × L windows. We then calculated a score for each

model given as an MS‐formatted string comprising any possible

SNP as the proportion of overlapping windows classified as being

demographic switch natively available in MS (Hudson, 2002). In its

under selection (henceforth “selective windows”), divided by the

current implementation, McSwan discards SNPs having at least one

number of all overlapping windows (Figure 1c). Sweep regions are

missing genotype and applies to well‐covered re‐sequencing (e.g.,

inferred by merging contiguous fragments which were assigned to

>7×) data sets.

the same selective demographic model based on a score cut‐off that
can be estimated using cross‐validation analyses (Figure 1c). The age

2.3 | Method validation

of the whole inferred sweep region is estimated as the average of
sweep ages estimated for the overlapping selective windows,

We assessed the accuracy of McSwan to detect selective sweeps

weighted by their LDA posterior class probability. In this study, the

and date sweep events using simulated genomic fragments (pseudo‐

“sweep age” refers to the time to the most recent common ancestor

observed data sets, PODs) under neutral and selective demographic

(a)

(b)
scan window i

Neutral model
Mo

Selective model
M1

ind
ind
ind
ind
ind

tsweep

simulation

n SFS

1
2
3
4
5

n SFS

machine
learning

(2) Sweep age estimation

LDA

PLSR

{model index}2n ~ {SFS}2n

{tsweep}n ~ {SFS}n

prediction

(c)

proportion of overlapping
windows classified as M1

M1 score

(1) Sweep detection

genomic position

F I G U R E 1 Illustration of the genome scan approach. For illustration purposes, we consider a single population. (a) Generation of expected
SFSs. A total of n site frequency spectra (SFS) are simulated under both the neutral (Mo) and the selective (M1) demographic models. For M1,
the age of the selection event (tsweep) is randomly sampled in a prior distribution. A linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is then calibrated to
classify the simulated SFSs to their demographic model of origin. For the selective model M1, a partial least squares regression (PLSR) is fitted
to predict the sweep age as a function of the linear combination of SFS elements. (b) Genome scan. Local SFSs are calculated for individual
genomes (black segments) comprising polymorphic sites (white squares) using different window lengths (segments with yellow to purple tones).
Window‐specific SFSs are then classified as neutral or selective using the linear discriminant model trained on the simulated data set. If the
predicted model is the selective model M1, the sweep age is estimated using fitted partial least squares regression. The analysis is replicated
for different window sizes and positions in the windows (offsets). (c) Analysis across window sizes and offsets. A score for each SNP is
calculated as the proportion of overlapping selective windows over all overlapping windows. We then build the contiguous genomic fragments
which likely underwent the same hard selective sweep in the past. The sweep age for the inferred sweep region is estimated by the weighted
average of the sweep ages estimated for all overlapping selective windows [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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models. We used the published demographic model for CEU and

European ancestry (CEU) and Luhya individuals in Webuye, Kenya

LWK populations, fitted with the published parameter point esti-

(LWK). Genotypes from the CEU and LWK samples were called with

mates (Excoffier, Dupanloup, Huerta‐Sánchez, Sousa, & Foll, 2013).

9.1 ± 2.7‐fold and 7.1 ± 2.4‐fold read depths on average. We

A hundred independent data sets comprising 40 chromosomes of

retained only autosomal biallelic SNPs. Based on the ancestral allele

1 Mb length were simulated. Simulations assumed either neutrality

annotation (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015), polymor-

or selection in each population and were performed using MSMS

phisms were polarized using a custom Python script. Polymorphisms

software (Ewing & Hermisson, 2010). MSMS is more flexible than

with ambiguous or missing ancestral annotations were discarded

McSwan for simulating different selection scenarios. It is a time‐con-

(representing a proportion of 12.2% SNPs). We first (re)validated the

tinuous Kingman coalescent simulating selection by first tracing the

fit of the demographic model to the polymorphisms observed in our

frequency trajectory of a beneficial allele and sampling a random

sampled CEU and LWK individuals by performing a goodness‐of‐fit

coalescent genealogy for neutral linked markers conditioned on the

test (R package abc (Csilléry, François, & Blum, 2012)). We also

beneficial allele frequency. MSMS is faster than forward simulators

assessed the robustness of sweep detection and sweep age estima-

like SLiM (Haller & Messer, 2017) which allows simulation of both

tion to alternative demographic histories (Gazave et al., 2014; Keinan

complete and partial sweeps, and it is more flexible than other coa-

& Clark, 2012; Supporting Information Text 3.8).

lescent simulators like mbs which do not take the population structure

into

account

(Teshima

&

Innan,

2009).

We

let

the

recombination rates range from µ/10 to 10µ, where µ is the neutral

2.4.1 | Enrichment analyses

substitution rate set at 2.5 × 10‐8/individual/generation. The ages of

We tested for excessive association of detected regions that had

selection were randomly drawn from 1 to 2,000 generations BP. The

experienced a selective sweep with particular gene function cate-

sweep detection accuracy was estimated by calculating the speci-

gories, disease or gene cell expression. Enrichment tests were per-

ficity (i.e., true negative rate) and the sensitivity (i.e., true positive

formed at the gene‐wise level (i.e., counting every gene only once

rate). The parameter inference accuracy was estimated using the

even if they overlapped with multiple candidate SNPs), for each pop-

mean‐normalized root mean rsquare
errorﬃ (NRMSE; Walther &
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


Moore, 2005), defined as Eð1OÞ E ðO  EÞ2 , where O is the vector

ulation separately, using Gowinda 1.12 (Kofler & Schlotterer, 2012).

of simulated values and E the paired vector of estimated values.

2.3.1 | Statistical inference parameters

2.4.2 | Empirical result comparison
The sweeps detected by McSwan in the two human population data
sets were compared with those obtained using two other recently

A total of 10,000 unfolded joint SFSs were simulated per demo-

published methods with the aim of detecting positive selection in

graphic model. LDA was trained using 168 orthogonal components.

multiple populations: (a) a composite‐likelihood approach relying on

Genome scans were iteratively performed using L = 20 scan window

cross‐population differentiation metrics, XP‐CLR (Chen et al., 2010),

lengths, uniformly sampled between 104 and 2×105 bp, and A = 30

and (b) a machine learning method performing hierarchical boosting

offsets. We considered only windows containing more than 10

on multiple selection scores (Pybus et al., 2014).

SNPs. The selective or neutral status of windows was determined
using two cut‐offs for the score (i.e., for each SNP, the proportion of
overlapping windows classified as selective divided by all overlapping

2.4.3 | Environmental associations

windows) of 0.5 and 0.2 for the CEU and LWK populations, respec-

We investigated putative associations between the temporal distribu-

tively (trade‐off between specificity and sensitivity).

tion of hard sweeps in the CEU population and the historical series of
climatic and vegetation changes in Europe. A set of 14 time series of

2.3.2 | Sensitivity analyses

environmental variables was chosen to represent major features of the
historical environment encountered by ancestral European popula-

We assessed the sensitivity of the detection performance and esti-

tions, including mean temperature, variability, humidity, vegetation

mation accuracy to sample sizes ranging from 5 to 50 diploid individ-

dynamics and composition (Sankararaman et al., 2014; Supporting

uals per population and selection strengths s ranging from 5 × 10−4

Information Figure S2). Sweep events were counted by successive time

to 1. Genomic fragments were also simulated under a soft sweep

bins of Δt = 1,000 years length under the mutual independence

from standing variation model with an initial frequency of the bene-

assumption (Poisson point process), with a generation time set at

ficial mutation, f, ranging from 10−3 to 0.5 in order to assess the

25 years. The regression of S (i.e., the resulting time series of hard

potential analytical bias induced by standing variation.

sweep counts) over the standardized environmental predictors was
performed under a generalized linear model with Poisson‐distributed

2.4 | Biological application

errors. To simultaneously estimate regression coefficients and select
the most important environmental features, a least absolute shrinkage

We used 40 individuals from two human populations from the CEPH

and selection operator (LASSO) regularization was performed using the

and HapMap‐1 K collections: Utah residents with north‐western

R

package glmnet. To assess the impact of the sweep age estimation
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uncertainty on the putative climatic association, we performed a resam-

using the published regions of Neanderthal ancestry in the CEU pop-

pling approach by estimating the evidence ratio of the generalized lin-

ulation (estimated from the 1000 Genomes Project data set and the

ear model assuming the dependency of S to the historical temperature

52× sequenced Altai Neanderthal genome (Prüfer et al., 2014;

series T, M1 : ½logðEðSjT ÞÞ ¼ a0 þ a1  T, versus a model, where S is a

Sankararaman et al., 2014)). The significance of the odds ratios in

constant function of time, M0 : ½logðEðSjT ÞÞ ¼ a0 . Because the correla-

favour of Neanderthal ancestry enrichment in the hard sweep

tion between the sweep age density and the environmental conditions

regions was estimated using an exact Fisher's ratio test.

depends on the binning procedure and the generation time assumption,
we further assessed the robustness of this association by using 50
equally spaced generation times (ranging from 20 to 30 years) and 50
equally spaced time bin sizes (100 to 2,500 years).

3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Method validation
The method was validated by simulating 300 data sets of 40 chro-

2.4.4 | Neanderthal ancestry

mosomes sampled in two populations (20 per population). We used

We investigated putative archaic Neanderthal introgression into the

a previously published demographic model for these simulations, tar-

ancestral CEU population within our detected hard sweep regions

geting the CEU and LWK populations (Figure 2a; Excoffier et al.,

(a)

(b)

CEU

LWK
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y=x

7963

(log10)

7083

2683

2000

23 738
4106

70

Estimated sweep ages

100

1500

−8.5 −8.0 −7.5 −7.0

1000

500

58 307

NRMSE = 0.195

NRMSE = 0.253

0

LWK

CEU

y=x
Recombination rate

0

500

1000

1500

2000 0

500

1000

1500

2000

True sweep ages (generations BP)
(d)

2000

Estimated

1 × 10+6

R² = 0.79
p < 10–60

CEU
LWK

1600

Sweep region length (bp)

(c)

1200

800

400

7.5 × 10+5

5 × 10+5

2.5 × 10+5

Sweep age
50
0

0
0

400

800

1200

1600

True sweep age quantiles

2000

10
1
0 0 500

0
1 ×10−8

1 ×10−7

Recombination rate (bp −1 g−1 )
F I G U R E 2 Performance of McSwan evaluated from simulated data sets (codominant selection coefficient s = 1). (a) Demographic model
used to simulate pseudo‐observed data sets on two populations (CEU and LWK, Excoffier et al. (2013), scenario A). (b) Estimated sweep ages as
a function of the simulated sweep ages (for the true positive findings), for varying recombination rates (r). The bisector y = x represents the ideal
case where estimated values match the simulated data. (c) Q–Q plot of the estimated versus uniformly simulated sweep ages. (d) The length of
the sweep regions is significantly and negatively correlated with the logarithm of the simulated recombination rate (R2=0.79, p < 10‐60) [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2013). Based on these simulated data sets, we applied our method-

The specificity was high and stable (>0.90) for soft sweeps as long as

ology to detect hard sweeps and their ages. The method allowed us

the initial frequency f remained low (f < 0.01; Supporting Information

to accurately detect hard selective sweeps (sensitivity and specificity

Figure S4). The detection power significantly decreased with f, tend-

>0.95; false discovery rate FDR <0.05). More than 97% of all

ing towards 0 for increasing f. Our method was effective for strong

detected sweeps included the position of the truly adaptive muta-

selection coefficients, so the detection power fell below 0.2 for

tion. We also found limited biases when estimating the sweep age

s < 0.005 but significantly increased (>0.4) when s > 0.05 (Support-

(Figure 2b). The normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) was

ing Information Figure S3). The sweep estimation accuracy signifi-

0.19 and 0.25 for the CEU and LWK selective models, respectively.

cantly increased with the sampling size and selection strength. The

We found no major distortion in the posterior distribution of sweep

accuracy decreased with increasing f (NRMSE > 1 for f > 0.05), but

ages compared to the simulated uniform prior for the time span con-

the estimation precision was affected by the low number of detected

sidered (Figure 2c). Finally, the logarithm of the sweep region lengths

sweeps (<2) which is essential for the NRMSE calculation.

was strongly and significantly correlated with the simulated recombination rate (R2 = 0.79, p < 10‐60, Figure 2d). The sweep age estimation error was significantly and negatively correlated with the sweep
length (itself related to the recombination rate; Pearson's r = −0.23,

3.3 | Detection of hard sweeps in the CEU and
LWK populations

p = 0.004). The distance between the centre of the sweep region

We investigated the adaptive dynamics in two human populations:

and the adaptive mutation position was positively correlated with

Utah residents with north‐western European ancestry (CEU) and

the sweep length (Pearson's r = 0.40, p < 10−8). McSwan was found

Luhya individuals in Webuye, Kenya (LWK), from the 1000 Genomes

to perform slightly better than SweeD (Pavlidis et al., 2013) in selec-

Phase 3 public variant call set (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium,

tive sweep detection (Supporting Information Text 2.2).

2015). These two populations were chosen because of their contrasting historical environments and phenotypes with known molecular
determinisms, like lactase persistence (Enattah et al., 2002, 2008 ;

3.2 | Accuracy analyses

Tishkoff et al., 2007). The demographic model published by Excoffier

We used simulated data sets and found that variations in (a) the sam-

et al. (2013) closely fitted the genomic data set (goodness‐of‐fit test:

pling size, (b) the initial frequency f of the beneficial mutation, and (c)

p = 1). We then empirically checked that the sweeps detected for the

the selection strength impacted the sweep detection and age infer-

CEU population along chromosome 2 satisfactorily agreed with two

ence performance (Figure 3 and Supporting Information Figures S3–

other methods used to detect positive selection: XP‐CLR (Chen et al.,

S5). The method was tested for sampling sizes ranging from 5 to 50

2010) and a multistatistical hierarchical boosting approach (Pybus

diploid individuals per population and was found to perform well even

et al., 2014). We therefore performed a method comparison using

with relatively few individuals (Supporting Information Figure S5), that

Cohen's κ index (Supporting Information Figure S7 and Table S2).

is, the specificity (>0.90) and power (>0.85) were stable across the
tested sampling sizes. Using more than 20 individuals did not significantly improve the sweep detection performance and the sweep age

3.4 | Distribution of hard sweep counts

estimation accuracy, indicating that using higher sampling sizes would

Among the 172 hard sweep regions detected across the autosomes

not be useful when studying genetically homogeneous populations.

(Supporting Information Table S3), 96% were found in the CEU
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F I G U R E 3 Performance of McSwan evaluated from simulated data sets: (a) for varying initial frequencies of the beneficial allele, (b) for
varying number of sampled gametes, and (c) for varying selection coefficients. The performance is evaluated using the area under the curve
(AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F I G U R E 4 Distribution of hard sweep counts in CEU (blue histogram) and LWK (yellow, mirrored scale) in the 0–50,000 years BP
timeframe. Only hard sweeps posterior to the CEU‐LWK divergence are represented. The calibration of sweep ages in years BP relies on a
generation time of 25 years (Excoffier et al., 2013). Horizontal black segments represent climatic and cultural events assumed to have played a
role in the recent evolution of human populations, with (right to left): (1) OOA: the “Out‐of‐Africa” period, ~51,000 years BP, 95% CI 45–69 ky
BP (Gravel et al., 2011); (2) LGM: the Last Glacial Maximum period ~26,500–19,000 years BP (Clark et al., 2009); (3) Neolithic revolution in the
Middle East and in North Africa, ~7,500–9,000 years BP (Tishkoff et al., 2007) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

population (Figure 4). The average hard sweep region length was

revolution, we assessed the robustness of our hard sweep detection

over ~182 kb (median: 102 kb; 95% interquartile: 9–961 kb). There

and dating relative to alternative human demographic histories

was no significant difference in the mean sweep length between the

(Gazave et al., 2014; Keinan & Clark, 2012). Our inferences across

two populations (Mann–Whitney U test: W = 518, p = 0.87). The

the underlying demographic models were comparable and the hard

density in sweeps per autosome was significantly correlated with the

sweep counts peaked at the LGM for all models (Supporting Infor-

chromosomal length (R2 = 0.71; p = 5×10−7). The hard sweep age

mation Text 4.3). More than 95% of the previously detected hard

distribution mode was found to be significantly 1.7‐fold older in

sweeps were also detected with the alternative demographic models.

LWK (43,625 years BP) than in CEU (24,850 years BP; Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test: D = 0.699, p = 0.0025). Hard sweeps affecting the
LWK ancestral populations occurred more likely following the Out‐
of‐Africa (OOA) period which ended about 45,000 years BP. How-

3.5 | Characterization of selective sweeps:
candidate genes and enriched cell types

ever, the estimation accuracy for these older LWK sweeps could be

The most recent sweep in the CEU population was detected at chro-

impacted by heterozygote identification due to the lower coverage

mosome 2 (chr2q21.3):135.811–136.781 Mb. The sweep region fully

depth (7 to 9×; Supporting Information Figure S6). The inference

overlapped with the lactase‐coding gene (LCT, 136.545–136.594,

performed on randomly drawn haplotypes lowered the estimation

GRCh37 reference) and four other protein‐coding genes (DARS,

accuracy of the detected LWK sweep ages around the Late Glacial

MCM6, R3HDM1 and UBXN4; Supporting Information Figure S11).

Maximum, but had a minor impact on CEU sweep ages (Supporting

The mutation responsible for lactase persistence (rs4988235,

Information Figure S6).

chr2:136,608,646 (Tishkoff et al., 2007)) was found to have the

The hard sweep age distribution in CEU was centred on 14,000–

3.7% highest selection score among all the population‐specific SNPs

28,000 years BP, with the highest hard sweep density noted around

within the sweep boundaries (Supporting Information Figure S11).

the Late Glacial Maximum (~24,500 years BP; Bos, Bohncke, Kasse,

The age of this sweep was estimated at around 4,250 years BP

& Vandenberghe, 2001; Kasse, Huijzer, Krzyszkowski, Bohncke, &

(95% CI: [3,700–17,680]). Another hallmark of recent positive selec-

Coope, 1998). The distribution levelled off soon before the Holocene

tion in human populations, associated with skin and eye pigmenta-

(~11,500 years BP) over the Neolithic revolution (~9,000 years BP)

tion variation (SLC24A5 gene) (Beleza et al., 2013; Canfield et al.,

until present. A single sweep was detected after the Neolithic revo-

2013; Nakagome et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2016) was detected in a

lution (Figure 4).

sweep encompassing the (chr15q21.1):48.322–48.513 Mb region

As archaeological, historical and genetic evidence indicates that
CEU populations experienced exponential growth since the Neolithic

(Supporting Information Figure S12), which was dated at around
17,190 years BP [13,905–20,650].
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We found that genes associated with the hard sweep regions in

constant climate (i.e., the ratio of spatial temperature gradient over

CEU were relatively more frequently expressed in immune cells

temperature change rate (Loarie et al., 2009)), did not increase the

(Table 1). The enrichment analyses suggested that genes included in

hard sweep distribution prediction power (Supporting Information

the CEU hard sweep regions were more frequently expressed in ele-

Figure S8). The evidence ratio (ER), which measures the relative

ven cell types (FDR‐corrected p < 0.05). Among the eleven cell

penalized likelihood in favour of the association between the tempo-

types, six were associated with the human immune system and three

ral distribution of CEU hard sweeps and the temperatures in Europe,

with the epidermis (Table 1). The gene ontology (GO) biological pro-

was large regardless of the time bin length and the generation time

cess related to the innate immune response (GO0045087) was not

used to analyse the association (ER > 9 × 109; Supporting Informa-

found to be enriched (PFDR = 0.387), but some genes were found

tion Figure S10). When accounting for the uncertainty in the hard

significantly associated with processes like deamination, keratiniza-

sweep age estimates by resampling the sweep ages 999 times within

tion, protein and sugar metabolism, cellular cycle regulation and

their 95% confidence intervals, the association was still supported by

specific immunity processes like chemokine or cytokine activities

a high evidence ratio (ER > 2 × 1012; Supporting Information

(Table 1). Moreover, eight diseases were significantly enriched in

Figure S9).

selection signals and included lactose intolerance, rhesus blood group
incompatibility, allergic hypersensitivity and hypothyroidism with goitre. No comparable enrichments were found for the LWK population

3.7 | Depletion in Neanderthal ancestry

except in genes associated with Parkinson disease (KANSL1, CRHR1,

When testing for potential Neanderthal ancestry enrichment along

CRHR1‐IT1, MAPT, MAPT‐AS1 and SPPL2C, PFDR < 0.002), thus

the detected CEU hard sweep regions, we instead found evidence of

calling for future functional analyses.

a significant depletion (13.3% of the sweeps overlapped Neanderthal
haplotypes) relative to the random expectation at the genome scale

3.6 | Temporal correlations between environmental
variables and hard selective sweeps
The temporal distribution of hard sweep counts in the CEU popula-

(32.5%; Fisher's exact test: odds ratio OR = 0.319, p = 1.3 × 10−8).

4 | DISCUSSION

tion was correlated with four environmental variables sampled every

Few methods so far have sought to detect the age of selection (Nak-

1,000 years since 50,000 years BP (Supporting Information Fig-

agome et al., 2016; Ormond et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2012; Prze-

ure S8). By decreasing order of importance, the hard sweep count

worski, 2003; Smith et al., 2016). Most of the existing methods

was higher during periods of lower annual average temperature (s-

concern restricted inferences for a single population or are condi-

tandardized coefficient of regression = −0.366), higher snow depth

tioned by previous knowledge of genomic regions affected by selec-

(0.341) and in tundra/boreal forest‐type environments (–0.324). Hard

tive sweeps (Supporting Information Table S1). Here, we introduced

sweeps were denser during periods of higher short‐term climatic

the Multiple‐Collision Coalescent SWeep ANalyzer (McSwan), which

instability (i.e., between‐year mean annual temperature standard

leverages on biallelic SNP data sets (VCF file) to: (a) scan hard

deviation, 0.133). The temperature change velocity, representing the

sweeps across genomes and subsequently, and (b) infer the times to

direction and rate at which organisms must move to maintain

the most recent common ancestors that carried the adaptive loci at

Significantly
enriched cell
types
Promyelocyte

a

Number of
candidates
genesa
19

p‐Valueb

FDRc‐
corrected
p‐value

Associated with the
immune system

0.0000050000

0.00014

Yes

T lymphocyte

93

0.0000500000

0.0007725

Yes

Alveolar
macrophage

30

0.0013950000

0.01236

Yes

Dendritic cell

22

0.0022550000

0.01236

Yes

Natural killer cell

72

0.0023450000

0.01236

Yes

Keratinocyte

67

0.0023500000

0.01236

Squamous cell

91

0.0034100000

0.01501

Neuroepithelium

46

0.0036900000

0.01501

Muscle cell

46

0.0058500000

0.02084889

Leucocyte

80

0.0078300000

0.0255375

Epithelium

178

0.0137600000

0.04530227

Yes

Candidate genes are defined as genes overlapping hard sweep regions. bUncorrected P‐values of
the enrichment tests. cFalse discovery rate.

T A B L E 1 Significantly enriched cell
types in candidate genes
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the origin of the selective sweeps. The method implements an

The temporal dynamics of the hard sweeps in the CEU population

approximation of the coalescent with multiple collisions (Durrett &

peaked around the Last Glacial Maximum (~24,500 years BP) and lev-

Schweinsberg, 2005; Pitman, 1999) to model selective histories. It

elled off after ~11,000 years BP (Figure 4). We cannot completely

then scans multiple genomes using an original combination of linear

rule out the possibility that this enrichment of sweep signals during

discriminant analysis and partial least squares regression. McSwan is

the Last Glacial Maximum could be an artefact of the dating method

based on joint site frequency spectra to detect sweeps and estimate

due to undetected soft sweep biases. However, we think that it is less

their ages. Other approaches have shown high performance in

likely that this enrichment could be explained by statistical artefacts

detecting selection at a whole‐genome scale based on haplotype‐

(Supporting Information Text 2.1.1). Moreover, although McSwan is

derived statistics, for example, extended haplotype homozygosity

mostly sensitive to complete sweeps, we cannot rule out the possibil-

(EHH; Sabeti et al., 2002), the integrated haplotype score (iHS;

ity of a sweep age overestimation in the case of incomplete sweeps.

Voight, Kudaravalli, Wen, & Pritchard, 2006) and between‐population

The four most significant environmental variables associated with the

counterparts like the XP‐EHH (Sabeti et al., 2007), as recently imple-

CEU hard sweep dynamics indicated that climate cooling and high

mented in the rehh package (Gautier & Vitalis, 2012; Gautier, Klass-

short‐term temperature instability were associated with several adap-

mann, & Vitalis, 2017). Yet, so far none of these approaches have

tations linked with novel variants in ancestral palaeolithic Europeans

been able to simultaneously detect and date sweeps. They

(Figure 5). These candidate adaptive mutations were significantly

also require haplotype data sets that might be hard to generate for

associated with genes involved in the immune system, suggesting

nonmodel organisms. McSwan has demonstrated high power (sensi-

possible adaptation to climate‐mediated co‐evolution with the Euro-

tivity and specificity above 95%; FDR <5%) to recover hard selective

pean pathogen environment that ancestral modern humans were

sweep events before 50,000 years BP, without requiring haplotype

faced with during their north‐westward expansion (Deschamps et al.,

phasing. Regarding the sweep detection performance, McSwan was

2016; Hancock et al., 2011). It has often been assumed that human

found to perform slightly better than SweeD, a popular likelihood‐

dispersal out of Africa (~45,000–69,000 years BP; Gravel et al., 2011)

based approach, particularly when the recent effective population

and the agricultural transition (~9,000–7,500 in the Middle East and

size was low and the genomic region to scan was limited in size

North Africa; Tishkoff et al., 2007) were two periods in human history

(Supporting Information Text 4.2). McSwan can handle several popu-

associated with major shifts in selective pressure. Our results suggest

lations in a joint analysis. However, since the computation load

that the LGM may have played a major role in shaping the hard sweep

scales exponentially with the number of populations, we advise

landscape in ancestral European populations, but further research is

decreasing the sample size per population when increasing the num-

necessary to confirm the robustness of the results.

ber of populations since McSwan performs well with relatively few
individuals per population.

Although previous studies revealed several signatures of positive
selection in CEU during the Neolithic (Nakagome et al., 2016; Smith

Applying the method to detect and compare the time frames of

et al., 2016), we found few hard sweeps dated during this period. A

the putative hard sweeps that have occurred in the European (CEU)

large region overlapping the lactase gene (LCT) and the upstream

and Luhya (LWK) populations since their split, we detected ~28‐fold

regulatory MCM6 gene was detected here as having experienced a

fewer signals of hard selective sweeps in the genomes of the LWK

strong selective sweep during this period. The LCT gene codes for

population (4%, 6 sweeps) relative to CEU (96%, 166 sweeps). This

the lactase enzyme which breaks down lactose, a sugar found in

difference between the CEU and LWK populations could possibly be

dairy milk. A mutation on a regulatory region of this gene, 13,910 bp

explained by the difficulty in detecting older selection in LWK popu-

upstream of LCT (Bersaglieri et al., 2004; Enattah et al., 2002), con-

lations (supplementary text 2.1.1). The higher LWK effective size

fers the ability to digest lactose into adulthood. This gene is the

might have increased the likelihood of recombination events, thus

strongest target of recent positive selection in European populations

reducing haplotype lengths (Voight et al., 2006) and potentially low-

(Bersaglieri et al., 2004; Smith & Haigh, 1974; Smith et al., 2016).

ering the sensitivity in detecting selection relative to CEU (Figure 2d).

Adoption of a diary‐centred diet is hypothesized to have driven this

Yet, previous studies (based on haplotype‐derived statistics and dis-

selection. Our sweep age estimation (TMRCA = 4,250 years BP) is in

tortion from neutral SFS, respectively) also indicated lower selection

line with the findings of recent studies based on ancient DNA which

imprints in African populations, including LWK (Carlson et al., 2005;

did not detect any LCT persistence variants until the Bronze Age

Liu et al., 2013). Biologically, this unbalanced signal may be caused

(Haber, Mezzavilla, Xue, & Tyler‐Smith, 2016). Our estimation is also

by different predominant modes of selection between the two popu-

in line with archaeological evidence of dairy farming in Europe after

lations, leading, for instance, to various degrees of prevalence in

~9,000 years BP (Gerbault et al., 2011). As in other studies, we esti-

complete versus incomplete selective sweeps. The historically higher

mated a large TMRCA confidence interval (3,700–17,680 years BP)

effective size and genetic diversity in African populations (Excoffier

that substantially overlapped previous confidence interval estimates

et al., 2013) could maintain a reservoir of standing variants, some of

based on modern‐day genetic data sets (Table 2), although two pre-

which might be adaptive in certain environments, thus increasing the

vious estimates showed a lower bound prior to the Bronze Age

probability of soft selective sweeps. In addition to different modes

(Coelho et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2016). As expected for selection

of selection, this discrepancy could stem from spatiotemporally vary-

on de novo mutations (Hermisson & Pennings, 2017), our TMRCA

ing selective pressures.

point estimate was slightly earlier than the age of the adaptive
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F I G U R E 5 Plots of the hard sweep
counts in relation to the four most
explanatory environmental variables, as
identified using a LASSO Poisson
regression. In black, the fitted univariate
Poisson regression curves. The biome
variable is measured as a continuous
gradient from tundra/boreal forest to
grasslands/temperate forest (projection on
the first axis of a principal component
analysis, the correlation circle is overlaid)
[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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T A B L E 2 Published estimates of selection ages for LCT and SLC24A5 adaptive mutations in the CEU population
Gene

Approach

Time

Estimationa

Reference

LCT

Haplotype

TMRCA

2,188–20,650

Bersaglieri et al.
(2004)

LCTb

(Seixas et al., 2001; Stumpf &
Goldstein, 2001)

TMRCA

8,125–23,640

Coelho et al.
(2005)

LCT

Haplotype

Age of
mutation

4,612 [3,948–5,312]

Chen et al.
(2015)

LCT

Haplotype

TMRCA

7,646–9,225

Smith et al.
(2016)

LCT

ABC

Age of
mutation

3,466–18,191

Tishkoff et al.
(2007)

LCT

ABC

Age of
mutation

1,500–64,900

Peter et al.
(2012)

LCT

ABC

Age of
mutation

4,458–8,905

Nakagome et al.
(2016)

LCT

LDA‐PLSR

TMRCA

4,245 [3,700–17,680]

This study

SLC24A5

ABC

Age of
mutation

16,700 [5,200–34,225] (dominant model) or 10,150 [925–
48,450] (additive model)

Beleza et al.
(2013)

SLC24A5

ABC

Age of
mutation

30,000–40,000

Nakagome et al.
(2016)

SLC24A5

LDA‐PLSR

TMRCA

17,190 [13,905–20,650]

In years BP, recalibrated using a mutation rate µ = 2.5 × 10
(2002).

a

−8

This study
b

and a generation time g = 25 years. For a Finnish population taken from Enattah et al.

mutation inferred by Chen et al. (2015) using a hidden Markov

Another hallmark of more ancient positive selection is found at

model (4,612 years BP, g = 25 years) and by Nakagome et al. (2016)

the SLC24A5 gene (also known as NCKX5), which codes for a cation

using an ABC approach (4,458–8,905 years BP).

exchanger protein involved in skin pigmentation (Lamason et al.,

TOURNEBIZE
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2005). The derived allele of this gene (rs1426654) is fixed in European
populations and is the main determinant of lighter skin. This phenotype is considered as being adaptive due to the low ultraviolet exposure at high latitudes and UV involvement in vitamin D synthesis
(Canfield et al., 2013). The same specific region was identified in several studies (Beleza et al., 2013; Lamason et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2013;
Table 2). Our method identified a 191‐kb‐long region encompassing
the SLC24A5 gene, with a TMRCA estimate of 17,190 years BP
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noted that the SLC24A5‐derived variant was already very common in
early Anatolian farmers living around 8,000 years BP, and our sweep
estimate captured this early time period.
Multiple studies have emphasized the role of adaptive introgression from Neanderthal or Denisovan archaic species for specific
human adaptation (Abi‐Rached et al. (2011), Deschamps et al. (2016)
and Racimo, Sankararaman, Nielsen, and Huerta‐Sanchez (2015) for
a review). However, we detected a depletion of Neanderthal ancestry in the hard sweep regions, in agreement with similar findings for
functionally rich regions (Sankararaman et al., 2014).
We have introduced a new method to simultaneously detect and
infer the age of hard selective sweeps. This method performed well
in comparison with other methods. In the future, approaches to
improve detection of soft sweeps due to recurrent mutations could
benefit from the characterization of more general coalescents, like
the Ξ‐coalescent which allows simultaneous merging of ancestral lineage blocks (Blath, Cronjager, Eldon, & Hammer, 2016). Considering
the empirical analyses, McSwan was successful in identifying the
hard sweep dynamics in two human populations. Overall, simultaneously determining the location of hard selective sweeps along the
genome and their age using a genome scan approach appears to be
a powerful tool for clarifying the spatiotemporal dynamics of selective sweeps in recombining organisms. Our approach may also be
very useful for nonmodel organisms where a reference genome has
been sequenced and for which little is currently known about the
distribution of hard selective sweeps.
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